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Explore the unconventional, otherworldly life of psychic waitress Sookie Stackhouse in this

companion to the bestselling series that takes a closer look at Sookie and her family, friends,

enemies, adventures, andâ€”of courseâ€”the lovers who set her world on fire...Â Visit Bon Temps,

the small Louisiana town that Sookie calls home, with a detailed map created by Charlaine herself,

and learn the characteristics of the supernaturals who live there: vampires, two-natured, and fae.

Examine all the branches of Sookieâ€™s family tree. And eavesdrop on the private conversations

between rival vampires Eric and Bill. Also, enjoy the compelling novella â€œSmall-Town

Wedding,â€• in which Sookie accompanies her shapeshifting boss, Sam, to his brotherâ€™s

wedding in Texas, where happily-ever-after seems very far away.... Exclusive interviews with True

Blood creator Alan Ball and author Charlaine Harrisâ€”compiled from fan questionsâ€”will satisfy your

craving for all things Sookie, as will trivia questions, recipes (including Caroline Bellefleurâ€™s

famous chocolate cake!), and a concordance to the Sookie Stackhouse novels.
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awesome

This book is the highlight of the series. The "Stackhouse" novels, by Charlaine Harris are amazing

reads. The books are genuinely captivating with a southern aristocratic charm that elves into he

supernatural myths and legends that every American has grown up with. Harris takes everyday

issues, concerning money, or lack of, relationships & family drama's and incorporates them into this

witty, southern Louisiana based, "who-dun-what" series and spins it with mysticism and just the right

dash of romance. Her Stackhouse Companion is the very core guide to the series. The companion

explains a little of everything, and adds a new story to boot! If your a Stackhouse fan, this is a must

have!!

Great companion to the books

This was a waste. I love the Sookie Stackhouse series and have read everything that Ms. Harris

has written on the topic, however this book i did not need to own. The stories, although important

and are actually made in reference in the newest book in the series, were very short. The Q and A

section was in return too long, The recipes however were great and I made every one-they were a

fun addition to my dining room table. I could have however just borrowed the book from the regular

library or the digital Library and saved my 18 dollars for something else. Read the book, just don't

pay for it!

This Amazing book gave me "every last sip of Sookie" just like I needed. I have watched True blood

since it aired and in May 2013 I read all13 Sookie books published by Charline. I also bought and

read Deaths Excellent Vaca and A Touch of Dead short story series. Charline Harris has given me

characters that my imagination is completely infatuated with and I am having a hard time moving on

from Sookie ( and Eric) The companion book helped to give me more than just the stories but a look

at the author and the HBO producers point of view on the characters and stories! An awesome gift

to die hard fans.

I've loved all the Sookie books, but this one just plods along. Plus, 14.99 for a Kindle version?

Waste of money. If you REALLY need a Sookie fix and have read everything else, just buy the least

expensive book version from the  Marketplace, and prepare not to be riveted but only vaguely

interested.



This is a very interesting book. It give you an insight into the world of sookie. Provides family recipes

mentioned in the series. A detailed plot summary and timeline of each book for those of you, like

me, that need to refresh their memory and get the details and events straight. It also comes with a

short story involving Sam and Sookie, secret conversations with our favorite vamps, and a complete

character index which was very help full when you don't quit remember who this one-page character

was.

LOVE this book!!! Anything that has to do with this series is worth the buy, especially to a die-hard

fan of the books & movies. Ã¢Â™Â¥ The receipes are cool, too! But what I really love is the stuff we

didn't know that was going on in the background w/Bill & Eric. Ã¢Â˜Âº Love those snippets!! Worth

the buy especially if you don't have time to read the whole book, it gives you a summary/play by

play of what all took place in the books. Ã¢Â™Â¥
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